**State Park**

**Tuttle Creek**

**At**

**Disk Golf**

---

**Remember This...**

---

**Basic Rules of Play**

1. **Order of Play**
   - On the first hole, the scorecard specifies the order of play.
   - All other holes, the order of play is determined by the lowest score (least amount of throws per round).
   - The player with the lowest score (least amount of throws per round) gets to play first, followed by the next player in the group or possibly hit someone.

2. **Never throw when you might hit someone.**

3. **Always observe the order of play.**

4. **Don't walk in front of a person who throws first.**

5. **Ask before you cut an open hole.**

6. **Allow smaller groups to play in front of another group.**

7. **Call "fore!" if you think your disc might be anywhere close to someone.**

8. **Allow those ahead of you to drive one or if you lose sight of it.**

9. **Please place your trash in a trash bin before you walk in front of them.**

10. **Don't bring fisheye dogs to the disc golf course.**

---

**Penalties**

- **Moving in an obstacle.**
- **Failing put.**
- **Disc goes out of bounds.**
- **Disc comes to rest in a tree or off roads.**
- **The disc is somewhere unscored.**

---

**Scoring**

1. **Record your score on the scorecard.**
2. **A player's score is the total of throws made for each hole plus any penalties.**
3. **On all other holes, driving order is determined by the basket farthest from the basket person furthest from the basket.**

---

**State Parks, please purchase one at the Park Office or Self-Pay Station.**

---

Vehicle permits are required in all State Parks. Please purchase one at the Park Office or Self-Pay Station.